In the present study, three-dimensional cleavage crack path prediction model is proposed. The model is based on the local fracture stress criterion in which three candidates for a cleavage plane in a computational element is assumed and the one which has maximum value of normal stress divided by local fracture stress is selected. In this model, normal stress acting on each plane is obtained by local stress intensity factor which is calculated by combination of approximate solutions where crack front non-straightness, crack surface irregularity and crack closing force acting at ridges between crack planes are considered. The model also incorporates multiaxial stress field and non-uniform toughness distribution. Therefore, this model is applied to welded joint of ESSO test where welding residual stress and non-uniform toughness distribution exist, and the predicted results of crack paths show a general agreement with the test results. Parametric study is also conducted in order to discuss the effects of applied stress, welding residual stress, toughness distribution and type of welding groove on brittle crack path behavior.
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Summary
In the present study, three-dimensional cleavage crack path prediction model is proposed. The model is based on the local fracture stress criterion in which three candidates for a cleavage plane in a computational element is assumed and the one which has maximum value of normal stress divided by local fracture stress is selected. In this model, normal stress acting on each plane is obtained by local stress intensity factor which is calculated by combination of approximate solutions where crack front non-straightness, crack surface irregularity and crack closing force acting at ridges between crack planes are considered. The model also incorporates multiaxial stress field and non-uniform toughness distribution. Therefore, this model is applied to welded joint of ESSO test where welding residual stress and non-uniform toughness distribution exist, and the predicted results of crack paths show a general agreement with the test results. Parametric study is also conducted in order to discuss the effects of applied stress, welding residual stress, toughness distribution and type of welding groove on brittle crack path behavior. 
緒 言
続いて， き裂面の凸凹が局所応力拡大係数に及ぼす影響に 
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